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fime : Three Hours Maximum : 100 Marks

part A

Answer all questians.

Each question carries 4 marh*
1. Perform the followi:rg subtractions using 2's complement method :

(a) 01100 - 00011.

. (b) 0011.1001 _ 0001.111.

. 2. What are haming codes ? Explain their applications.

. 3. For the logic equation /=ABC+BCD+ABC, construct the truth table and simplify using
K-map.

4. Find the dual of the following functions :

(a) ft = rYz + x'y z' .

(b) y2=(*+ /)z + ty/.
5. Give the excitation tables of JK and D flip-flops.

6. Draw a logic cliagram of a clocked D flip-flop using AND anil NOR gates.

7. Implement a fi_rll adder using two half adders and &aw the diagram.

8, Compare and contrast betwee[ serial and parallel adders.

' - 9. Draw and explain the application of the ring cou-nter, with its timing diagram.

10. Explain the working of a B-bit seriar-in, serial-out shift register, with logic cliagram.

(10x4=40marks)
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Part B

Answer either Sectinn (a) or ft) from euh Module.
Eac,h full quEstion carri.es 12 marke.

MoDum 1

11. (a) (i) Encode the following decimal numbers to BCD code :

(1) 6a0 ; (2) 372.s8; (3) 20.301.

(ii) Encode the above numbers to Gray codes.

Or

(b) (i) Convert the following decimal numbers iato hexadecimal numbers :

(1) 9527 ; (2) 675.231 ; (3) 0.728.
(6 marks)

(ii) Explain error detection and correction codes with the help of suitable examples.

(6 marks)

MoDULE 2

12. (a) Minimize the four variable function using K-map and realise the minimal SOP and POS

forms : f --xm (0, r,2,3,5,?,8,9, 11,14).

Or

ft) A stair-case llght is controlled by two switches, one at the top of the stairs and another at the
bottom of the stairs

(i) make a truth table for tbis system.

(ii) write the logic equation in SOP form.

(iii) realise the circuit u6ing AND-OR-gates ;

(iv) realise the circuit using only NOR gates.

(12 marks)

MoDu,E 3
(a) Design a ood-6 syncbronous courter using clocked JK llip-flop, from the fundamentais. Draw

the circuit and li6ing waveforms.

(12 marks)

Or

G) (i) Draw the circuit diagram of a clockeil SR fip-flop using only NAND gates and explain its
truth table.

, (8 marks)

(ii) What are the merits and demerits of master slave JK flip-flop ? Explain. (4 marks)
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.. MoDULE 4

. 14. (a) Design a one-digit BCD adder and clraw its circuit diagram.

Ot
(b) With neat circuit diag1e6s, sxplein the principles of (i) carry look ahead atlder ; (ii) carry save

adder and compare their performaaces.

(12 marks)

MoDuLE 5

15. (a) Design a 4-stage ring counter. What is the need ofselfcorrection circuit ? Give a selfconection
circuit for the above couxter.

Ot
(b) Drew tbe logic diagram for a four-bit parallel infuUparallel output register. Indicate inputs,

\_-. outputs and a negative etlge-triggeretl clock and describe its working.

(12 marks)

[5 x 12 = 69 rar1.1
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